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task: Find a pair of nightstands within 10 miles in good condition.

goal: Redesign craigslist with task and persona in mind.

persona: High on the conscientious dimension.
      (wants structured information that connects to others)
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This person is awesome! - <SkaterDude>
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This person is awesome! - <SkaterDude> +1
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Current location: Region (NA), Country (USA), State/Province(MI), City (Lansing)craigslist

saved
WELCOME TO CRAIGSLIST:

(select region to change location)

HELP
entire post all postsgo by both

Automatically gives you a location but gives you an option to choose a different location
via an interactive map.

Regions that are highlighted or in the content area (welcome to craigslist) will always have a
pale or near white background with a black text or near black text for maximum readability.
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Login or Register for FREE Below! craigslist

CRAIGLIST ACCOUNTS:

Already have an account? Login:

e-mail:

password:

Don’t have an account? Register for free here:

username:

e-mail:

password:

confirm password: submit

login

saved

HELP
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Website will consist of a univeral account so that you can create an online identity through
craigslist allowing for people to connect with one another.

The feedback bar at the top of the website changes it’s message for you depending on 
where you are in the site and helps guide and inform the user.
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CRAIGLIST ACCOUNTS:

Already have an account? Login:

e-mail:

password:

Don’t have an account? Register for free here:

username:

e-mail:

password:

confirm password: submit

login

mussere1

mussere1@msu.edu

HELP
entire post all postsgo by both

Accounts will be e-mail based and will remain anonymous if that is your wish.

Clicking anywhere on the side bar (left) and navigating away from your current screen
will not disrupt your browsing experience. Each section saves the last screen you were
viewing in that section so that you can seamlessly switch from choosing a new location,
to the forums, to the listings, and to your account.
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Welcome mussere1, thank you for logging in!craigslist

saved

mussere1 Ratings:     Over past 90 days: :D Over Lifetime: :)

message centerpost manager logoutsubscriptions settings

Current posts:

None

New Post

HELP
entire post all postsgo by both

The rating system consists of >:( , :( , :| , :) , and :D with >:( being an the most unfavorable
rating for a seller and :D being the most favorable.

Your account serves as the hub for all your interactions on craigslist.
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Select a category to view.craigslist
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sub-categories best of craigslist
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You can browse or search directly for what your looking for. You can narrow things down
from categories, to sub-categories, and then by filtering them as you’ll see later.

You can also view best of craigslist to see popular sellers and posts.

(1000)  (193)                 (20234)

(233)        (12345)       (15301)

(10234)  (201)          (134)
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1200 listings in for sale(all)craigslist

saved
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sub-categories best of craigslistcategories 
title     picture   location   posted-by  date
Dresser Set       Dewitt   Bagsobucks  3/21

Bicycle        Kalamazoo  DmAster  3/21

entire post all postsgo by both

My Car    (none)   Lansing   Dooder   3/10

Selecting sub categories is similar to selecting categories but not necessary for completing 
your search.

Posts give a preview of any pictures in the post, location of the seller, the sellers identity, 
and the date it was posted.
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title     picture   location   posted-by  date
Dresser Set       Dewitt   Bagsobucks  3/21
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Night Stands  (none)   East Lansing Dbora   3/13

pair of night stands entire post all postsgo by both

Searching adds to but doesn’t change your previous search and is updated by the light 
blue feedback bar.

Search bar options are enitre post or title only, all post - no pictures - or only pictures,
and by both - by dealer or by owner.
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Night Stand       Lansing   tehOn3   3/16
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1 Post found on tehOn3’s profilecraigslist

saved
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posts

Ratings: Over past 90 days: :D
Over Lifetime: :)

Rate: :|

Clicking on someone’s name bring’s up their profile and any of their posts.

You can rate the person once and change that rating at any time in the future.
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Viewing post “Night Stand” on tehOn3’s profilecraigslist
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posts

tehOn3 Profile

Night Stand (3/16)

slideshow
Lansing, MI 48823

message

save

Description

These are a great pair of night stands. They are five years old and
have dimensions of (lxwxh) 2”x4”x3”. I’m asking $50 each with 
shipping.

tehOn3

Ratings: Over past 90 days: :D
Over Lifetime: :)

Rate: :|

Clicking on a specific post brings up that posts information including a slideshow of any 
pictures.

You have the ability to save specific posts to the sidebar for quick access later.
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Send tehOn3 a message.craigslist
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posts message

Select Subject: Night Stand
Night Stand
Custom

SENDATTACH

Hi tehOn3,

I’m interested in buying your pair of night stands. How can I buy them?

Thanks,
mussere1

Ratings: Over past 90 days: :D
Over Lifetime: :)

Rate: :|

Messages will be simple in format but allow html formatting for those who want to
present themselves well.

Your account name on the sidebar will flash when you have received a message.


